
 

                                                                         ALTAI IBEX HUNT                                                             
  from Ulaanbaatar   
                             

 
▫ Explore & Enjoy Mongolia with us ▫ 

MONGOLIAN TRAVEL 
A JUULCHIN WORLD COMPANY  
3900 JERMANTOWN ROAD,  SUITE 300 
FAIRFAX, VA 22030, USA 
TEL: 703 738 6425 
FAX: 703 842 7478 

 

 

Day 1 Arrive in Ulaanbaatar and transfer to a hotel of choice.  Optional tour in the city with 
visit to the Hunting Trophy Museum and National History if time permits. Overnight 
at hotel. (meals on own) 

 
Day 2 Flight to Hovd and transfer to the Altai Ibex hunting camp. The flight will take 2 

hours 30 minutes and the transfer is app. 7 hours  of overland drive. Ger 
accommodation at the camp. (B/L/D) 

 
Day 3-7 Hunting days for Altai Ibex.  In the evening of Day 7 drive to Hovd. (B/L/D) 
 
Day 8  Return flight to Ulaanbaatar. Overnight at hotel. (B/L/D) 
 
Day 9 Transfer to the airport for departure (B) 
 
B-breakfast, L-Lunch, D-Dinner 
 
Season: July 15- October 15  
 
Price:   Hunter- 1x1 hunt- $11,500 

              Non hunting companion- $2,400 
Price includes: 

- One Altai Ibex trophy fee 
- Ger accommodation at the hunting camp 
- Transportation at the hunting camp  
- Meals as indicated in the itinerary 
- All hunting services; 
- Guide-interpreter and local guide service in Mongolia 
- Community fee  
- Trophy field preparation fee; 

 
Price does not include: 

- Excess luggage fees; 
- Travel and medical insurance; 
- Food and beverages not included in the package, including alcoholic beverages; 
- Items of personal nature, including laundry and telephone calls; 
- Photography and video fees; 
-  Documentation fee 
- Mongolia domestic transportation to/from hunting camp 
-  Hotel and meals in Ulaanbaatar city 
-  Trophy shipment from Mongolia to  US 
- Trips and gratuities 

 
Documentation fee- $550 per hunter 
Mongolia domestic transportation- $750 per person 
Hotel in Ulaanbaatar- $100-$250 per room per night depending on hotel of choice 


